P.O. Box 16192, Long Beach, CA 90806
wrigleyassociation@gmail.com

wrigley

association
long beach, ca

January 6, 2021
Councilmember Al Austin
City of Long Beach
Re: Pacific Place Project
Dear Mr. Austin:
The Planning Commission recently voted to approve a proposed project located at 3701 Pacific Place
with only a Mitigated Negative Declaration as opposed to a full EIR. As will be delineated below, this
project is far too complex to allow such a limited review of the consequences of proceeding with this
proposed development. A significant number of area residents voiced their written and oral opposition to
this project as it stands with many of them expressing concern that the potential community disruption is
being drastically underestimated. Many concerned residents have come together under the umbrella of a
group known as the Riverpark Coalition.
The Wrigley Association supports the efforts of the Riverpark Coalition in requesting a full Environmental
Impact Report for the project at 3701 Pacific Place for the following reasons.
Existing Condition Made Worse
The ongoing surcharge at the site is, by design, pushing down on the existing soil and along with it the
existing subterranean structures directly below, or in close proximity, to the proposed building such as a
major sanitary sewer, the storm sewer serving Del Mar Avenue, abandoned oil wells, and two oil pipelines
(Exhibit C). The oil pipelines, sewers, and 83-year-old abandoned oil wells are not designed to support
the load of approximately 54,000 tons of soil being imposed upon them and are likely suffering damage
already. This work will likely result in subterranean leaks that may not be apparent for years, worsening
the already existing high levels of contamination. The potential for this damage was not disclosed to the
city when the surcharge permit was obtained and the city (building department and code enforcement)
has not acted on complaints.
Untreated Stormwater Impact on the Wrigley and Los Cerritos Neighborhoods
The surcharge work is affecting the storm drainage. Prior to the start of construction, inadequate
infrastructure leading from the subject property diverted run-off overland in a southerly direction along the
horse trail, under the 405 Freeway, towards the low point in Wrigley. After each rain, the horse trail
remains muddy and two weeks after the date of this letter, and the last rain, certain portions of the horse
trail remain flooded (with possible contaminated water), due with no mitigation or BMP actions. There is a
high probability the existing storm drain that lies within the highly contaminated portion of the subject site
is being crushed from the surcharge and that will lead to increased volumes of untreated contaminated
storm water flowing overland to Wrigley and negatively affecting some of the last remaining historic horse
properties in Long Beach. The changes in site elevation will also contribute to increased flooding risks to
the blue line at the culvert at Del Mar, and into the Los Cerritos neighborhood as well as storm water
mixing into sewer system at that low point. A full Environmental Impact Report would discover the
damage caused by the surcharge, the mitigation needed for the storm drain infrastructure, as well as soils
testing that we suspect would show contamination stemming from the old Oil Operators lands.

Our Mission: The Wrigley Association is a 501 C4 non-profit organization, (CA State ID # 1673284) whose mission is to promote the common
interest, instill pride, establish and encourage the highest standards in Wrigley. To foster an active understanding of citizenship and civic responsibility. To oppose and discourage discrimination and to create a sense of belonging. To promote higher business standards and encourage
uniformity and cooperation among merchants, property owners and residents. To eliminate crime, promote community pride, and develop
wholesome, enjoyable, cultural, social, and physical activities.
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Impact on Neighborhoods Downwind
The project will likely disturb highly contaminated soils during construction. There is no indication that the
surcharge operations will be successful. The MND indicates that piles may be necessary to support the building. A
project of this magnitude may require the drilling of over 100 piles to support the proposed
three-story building. The piles will necessarily go through, and raise up, the most contaminated layer of
soil which will then need to be transported off site. Instead of following the mandate to “clean up
contaminated sites and brownfields” for use as open space, the city appears poised to make the situation
worse. (Exhibit A)
Trifecta of Trouble
About half of the subject site is within the Newport-Inglewood-Rose Canyon fault zone (Exhibit B). It is
also underlain by heavily contaminated soils with the consistency of toothpaste according to the
documents in the MND. And weʼre within the liquefaction zone. Furthermore, the surcharge work is being
called a test, yet this kind of method is in effect a means to compact the soil in preparation of building a
structure. Therefore the construction work is being carried out without a permit in violation of city
ordinances. It is irresponsible to approve any structure or any construction without a full environmental
impact report.
Impact to Parks and Open Space
The MND did not address the impact of losing one of the last remaining areas of vacant land on the west
side of Long Beach, which over the last 30 years have been discussed by the city as future parks and
open space linked to a revitalized Los Angeles River, part of the L.A. River Master Plan (Exhibit D),
including the relatively recent LUE (Land Use Element). From an interview with Councilmember Al Austin
published January 29, 2018, Long Beach Press-Telegram: Improvement project promises miles of
‘cool.’ Seven projects were described that would support open space along the LA River in Long Beach.
Specific to the Pacific Place location the article states, “The Wrigley Heights River Park site consists of
about 58 acres of land on the east side of the river, split by the 405 freeway. The land includes an old
driving range and oil property. Recommendations for this site include wetlands and a wooded riparian
area to its north, with a neighborhood park, wetlands and pathways for bicyclists and walkers to its south.”
Impact on Equity - Parks and open space
Following the George Floyd protests the City held a series of online meetings to address equity. Among
the items brought up by participants was the lack of parks and open space on the west side of Long
Beach. Residents of the western sector (as designated by Parks Recreation and Marine) have less than 1
park acre per 1,000 residents vs. the eastern sector, which has 17 park acres per 1,000 residents as
demonstrated by an outdated Parks Recreation and Marine Strategic Plan. When Mayor Garcia speaks
during his State of the City address every year, glowingly informing us about our high status among major
cities when it comes to parks and open space, never is the inequity mentioned. Much has changed since
the 17-year-old Strategic Plan was prepared. We have some new parks but we also have a higher
population. We suspect the park acre ratio has become even worse for the west sector as our population
density has continued to increase (Exhibit E).
Impact on Equity - Dumping Ground
The west side of Long Beach has forever been the dumping ground for all things deemed ʻundesirableʼ.
We have high levels of pollution from the myriad diesel trucks going up and down the 710 Freeway, we
are downwind from the incinerator, the refineries, the petroleum coke piles, and are in constant danger
from the Modified Hydrofluoric Acid (MHF). We also have the highest population density, all the homeless
services facilities, all the mental health facilities, and the vast majority of industrial areas of Long Beach.
Yet the city, despite the talk of equity following the George Floyd protests in which the issue of pollution
and lack of parks and open space on the west side was raised, is not going to bat for us.
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Impact on Equity - Density
The City of Long Beach has consistently pushed for increased densification of the north, west, and south
sectors of the city, and the LUE is one of the vehicles for this policy. However little attention has been
paid to the holistic infrastructure needs: parks and open space, schools, libraries, public safety, and
walkable communities. The one minor hope we had was that the original LUE had allocated the subject
property as open space, yet a last minute change turned this area into industrial. Still, the Open Space
and Recreation Element reads, “Work to acquire and restore lands along the San Gabriel and LosAngeles Rivers,
and wetland habitats and greenways” (Exhibit F), yet the city has apparently ignored
even that. To date we have seen no efforts to acquire these lands and weʼve already seen the former Will
J. Reid Boy Scout Camp slip between our fingers and become a dense gated community rather than
having been maintained as the forested open space that it already was.
Traffic Impact Has Not Been Considered
This project as proposed has the potential to greatly increase traffic along Pacific Place with subsequent
impact in several areas. Traffic, including tractor trailers and RVs, will be interacting with vehicles
accessing both the 405 and 710 freeways northbound as well as conflicting with traffic exiting the 405 and
heading south on Pacific Place. This increase will also greatly impact travel on Wardlow Road, specifically
at the intersections crossing Pacific and Magnolia Avenues. While congestion in this area has been
temporarily alleviated due to Covid induced reductions, prior to the pandemic Wardlow Road eastbound
routinely backed up over the LA River and 710 bridges during the evening rush hour which also served to
produce neighborhood gridlock due to overflow traffic using eastbound Spring Street. Not only will the
proposed development at 3701 Pacific Place exacerbate this problem, limiting review to a Modified
Negative Declaration eliminates the need to consider other proposed projects in the area. The City is in
possession of an application to build a total of 226 dwelling units on the site defined as 712 Baker Street,
currently a vacant lot. This location is in close proximity to Pacific Place with planned vehicle access from
Wardlow Road slightly west of Magnolia Ave. The use of a Negative Declaration seems calculated to
allow review of 3701 Pacific Place without any consideration of other significant area projects, which is
rather disingenuous and deceptive.
Please, we urge you to consider a complete EIR for the Pacific Place Project.
Sincerely,
Wrigley Association
www.wrigleyassociation.org
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EXHIBIT A

Note item 1.7
http://www.longbeach.gov/globalassets/lbds/media-library/documents/planning/open-space-andrecreation-element
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EXHIBIT B

Newport-Inglewood-Rose Canyon fault zone. As shown below, the majority of the site is within the fault
zone (teal lines east and west of Del Mar Ave). Note also that because of the uncertified fill and pools of
petroleum based contamination the “consistency of toothpaste”, the parcels are in the most precarious
conditions of any in the vicinity (pink area in map and legend below).

https://maps.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/EQZApp/app/
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EXHIBIT C

Partial site plan of the work. The heavy line represents the boundary of the building. The shaded area
under and surrounding the building represents the surcharge pile. Note that there are conflicting
locations for Oil Wells 8-1 and 8-2, regardless of which is correct, they are both problematic.
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EXHIBIT D

Los Angeles River Master Plan
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EXHIBIT E

For the last 30 years various plans have addressed the need to adopt these vacant sites as parks and
open space. Currently, with data available from the City’s website, the park area of the western side of
Long Beach has declined in proportion to the population, whereas it has increased on the east side of
the city.
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EXHIBIT F

Note item 1.4
http://www.longbeach.gov/globalassets/lbds/media-library/documents/planning/open-space-andrecreation-element
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